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Abstract
This thesis focuses on the revenue effects of the value added tax (VAT) harmonisation in the European context. We elaborate on the topic by means of a
30-year panel regression analysis of 15 European countries, which derives the
impact of national VAT rate convergence towards the regional average. The
regression results confirm that the harmonisation can raise efficiency of national VAT instruments, as the revenue increases with narrowing of the VAT
rate differences. The results of the regression analysis are further used to estimate potential revenue gain from the VAT harmonisation in the year 2009.
The computed revenue gain represents approximately 5% of the European VAT
revenue. Apart from the revenue gain identification, we also analyse the current defficiencies of European VAT scheme, i.e., Cross-border shopping and
Carousel frauds, and discuss potential solutions for both phenomena. In both
cases, the VAT rate harmonisation is confirmed helpful, having potential to
eradicate these inherent efficiency threats, or at least to facilitate the reforms
necessary for their abolition.
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Abstrakt
Práce zkoumá efekty sjednocenı́ sazeb daně z přidané hodnoty (DPH) v Evropské
unii, přičemž se zaměřuje zejména na dopad této konvergence na celkové přı́jmy
z DPH. Pomocı́ panelové regrese třicetiletého datasetu patnácti Evropských
zemı́ identifikuje signifikantnı́ pozitivnı́ efekt daňové konvergence a dokládá, že
Evropské státy mohou pomocı́ sjednocenı́ sazeb DPH zvýšit efektivitu domácı́ch
daňových systémů. Výsledky regresnı́ analýzy jsou dále použity k odhadu potencionálnı́ch přı́jmů z odpovı́dajı́cı́ho sjednocenı́ evropského DPH v roce 2009.
Tı́mto způsobem predikovaný odhad poukazuje na implicitnı́ nárůst přı́jmů z
DPH rovný pěti procentům současného přı́jmu z DPH v Evropské Unii. Kromě
přı́jmové stránky sjednocenı́ sazeb DPH se práce také zabývá jeho dopady
na současné problémy Evropského systému DPH, jimiž jsou daňové podvody
mezinárodnı́ho charakteru a úniky spojené s nakupovánı́m v zahraničı́. V
práci jsou rozebrány jejich přı́činy a možná řešenı́, přičemž je ukázáno, že oba
problémy mohou být alespoň částečně vyřešeny pomocı́ daňové harmonizace.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The Value Added Tax (VAT) is one of the most succesful and prodigious phenomena in the contemporary fiscal structures. Developed as late as in 1950’s,
it has rapidly become the most widespread consumption tax in the world, currently being deeply entrenched in the tax systems of more than 140 countries
(OECD, 2008).
Throughout its development, it had acted as an ideal substitute for somewhat obsolete sales tax, which was scourged by the tax evasion implied by
the cumulation of tax payments on the last link in the production chain. The
efficiency gain of the VAT compared to the sales tax was assured by segmenting the VAT payments among the production process, leaving just a marginal
amount of payable tax in the hands of potential fraudsters (and hence slashing
the utility from the whole-sum evasion typical for sales taxes).
Looking back, we can claim that this preventive effect together with relatively simple collection mechanism led to the literal boom of the VAT scheme
adoptions, which is lasting even nowadays.
Nevertheless, speaking in the context of European Union (EU), the validity
of VAT has been recently largely questioned (Genser, 2002). The efficiency, for
which VAT was once praised, is now threatened by looming fraudulent activities, cross-border shopping and welfare concerns within the member states.
These efficiency breaks have substantially piled up in the last years and as a
consequence, the European tax collectors and policy makers started to realize
the so far neglected revenue losses.
Forfeited tax revenues are however not the sole concern of European policy
makers; apart from causing the losses to national accounts, evasion-related VAT
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distortions are being further transferred into key economic indicators, such as
trade patterns and national accounts, thus skewing the statistics of member
states and potentially biasing the macroeconomic predictions.
In the light of such problems and despite its historically proven stability
and efficiency, the current European VAT setting is hence claimed insufficient
- the VAT scheme must cope with new, unprecedented issues which cannot be
decisively solved within the given international framework.
According to this critique, European tax theorists call for stricter VAT harmonization on the supranational basis and further interlinked adjustments of
the tax collection scheme (See e.g. Genser (2002) or Smith & Keen (2007)).
This approach however, despite its acclaim in the academic field, is confronted
with a loud opposition of the member states’ representatives. The reason is,
that the harmonisation is being viewed as a substantial interference into the
national fiscal schemes and sovereignty in general (Genser, 2002).
Oddly enough, little economic analyses were pursued to examine the consequences of the VAT harmonisation - accordingly, it seems that this tax innovation has been so far judged mainly from the political and legislative point of
view.
In this paper we are trying to fill such gap in reasoning - to prove by
means of econometric analysis whether the VAT rate harmonization can bring
certain positive effects for the European economy. In our case, the examined
positive effect is an increase in VAT revenues stemming from the harmonisation,
provided the average European VAT burden remains unchanged.
We are also elaborating on the other aspects of VAT harmonisation, particularly in connection to the current VAT defficiencies. These harmonisation
effects cannot be properly included in the empirical analysis of VAT revenues,
but are of the same (or even higher) importance for the overall VAT efficiency.
In the next section we will closely analyse the above mentioned VAT issues
and current European legislative development, section three describes underlying theories and related research for our empirical analysis, section four provides
information about our dataset and variables of the model, section five presents
the estimation results, section six projects the implications stemming from our
estimation and puts them into the broader context, and section seven concludes
the thesis.

Chapter 2
European VAT - its development
and challenges
“The avoidance of taxes is the only intellectual pursuit that carries any reward.”
John Maynard Keynes

2.1

Brief history of the European VAT

2.1.1

Foundations of the harmonization efforts

Speaking of the very history of VAT harmonisation, it is worth noting that
the first document mentioning the convergence of European tax structures was
already the Rome Treaty (EEC, 1962), approved in the pioneer era of the European Union (1957). This document consisted of broad policy recommendations
and international guarantees aiming for the stronger integrity and general cooperation among European states. Obviously, fiscal policies were not omitted
in the resolution.
The founding statements about narrowing the tax differences were bold
and sound, targetting unified European approach to the tax policy, however
they lacked structural solution; the member nations were just too distinct to
constitute common tax norms1 . As a consequence, tax-treating statements of
the treaty were laid off for the upcoming years with more suitable conditions.
1

Furthemore, in the 1960s only few countries had implemented some sort of VAT in their
structures, so that the common approach to our examined tax measure would be rather
premature.
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Initial upturn of the reforms came in 1967, when the first two VAT directives
were approved. These demanded introduction of the VAT scheme and subsequent removal of other kinds of general consumption taxes in every European
member state. The expectations of both directives were straightforward - by
introducing identical tax measure, European authorities aimed to erase formal
differences within the national consumption tax schemes - hence following the
goal of unified tax policy.
The actual introduction of VAT into tax schemes was however lengthy, with
some countries not being able to introduce the measure even a decade after the
reform approval.
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Figure 2.1: Timeline of VAT implementation in Europe, selected countries
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Source: Ebrill & al. (2001)

Another strain on the harmonisation efforts of the early directives was, that
the VAT coverage and setting of the rates were still to be determined by the
member states themselves. Because of this cautious approach to the national
sovereignty, the European VAT instruments were everything but harmonised.
Widely ranging and country-specific schemes with variety of exemptions had
caused that the harmonisation was happening rather on paper than in reality
(Ebrill & al., 2001).
A slight remedy arose in the year 1977 when the sixth VAT directive came
into practice. The key change of this directive was an imposition of uniform
coverage of the VAT. Since then, member states are prohibited to choose which
products to tax by VAT and have to comply with EU-adjusted standards. The
directive however also refrained from limiting the national exemptions and
product-diversified rates, thus keeping the core of systemic imbalances untouched.
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Open markets and systemic reform efforts

Renaissance of the ideas of the Rome Treaty appeared again in the Eurooptimistic era of the Single European Act (1985). This agreement had determined the timelines for removing internal EU borders, and hence ignited many
interlinked reforms of the European legislative structure. The VAT was not left
apart; the upcoming opening of the markets raised fears that the contemporary
VAT structure is incompatible with the free-market goals of SEA - the international VAT invoicing was practically constituted on the border controls which
were yet to be cancelled.
In response, the systemic reform proposal was brought up in 1993; it had
followed the ever-closer-Europe rhetoric, aiming to alter the whole nature of
intra-EU VAT setting. Such step would have practically meant changing the
invoicing principles from the Country of destination to Country of origin principle (on these we will elaborate later on). The reform efforts were however met
with strong political opposition (Genser, 2002), and instead of the proposed
structural changes, so called “transitional system” has been approved.
This was in practice a simple corrective measure, patching the holes in the
existing legislation and retaining the old, complicated VAT structures. Only two
slight modifications were added to overcome the new issues: firstly, the border
rebate procedures were delegated to the inner tax authorities2 , and secondly,
15-25% rate band for the standard rate of VAT has been approved.
This system, neglecting the looming threats of the old scheme, was meant
to be in effect until 1996 and substituted thereafter by a more decisive solution.
However, according to the famous quote that the temporary solutions are the
most persistent ones, the transitional system continues to work even nowadays,
maintaining the 16 years model without any substantial reform adjustments.

2.2

The Invoicing principles

Looking at the background of current VAT challenges, the invoicing principles
of international trade can be regarded as the main culprit of evasion loopholes
in the European VAT scheme (IVA, 2007).
In fact, all of the mentioned political disputes and fraudulent deficiencies are
in some way connected with these trade principles. To introduce the reader to
2

Instead of rebating the taxes on the borders the rebates became tracked back by auditting
the accounting books of domestic enterprises through the local tax authorities
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the subject, we will describe the two competing normative approaches for treating the intra-EU trade. These principles can be distinguished by the tax collecting authority: Country of destination (COD), and Country of origin (COO).

2.2.1

Country of destination principle

The COD principle represents a traditional method of international tax invoicing. According to Ebrill & al. (2001), this method is used in the most of the
national tax structures and constitutes also the current VAT setting for the
intra-EU trade. The essentials of the system are depicted in the Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2: Invoicing principles - VAT chain according to the Country of
destination principle

FOREIGN TAX AUTHORITY

BORDER

VAT 15%

VAT
1

VAT 1
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The COD system is characterized by VAT collecting in the country to which
the goods are exported. When we look at the figure, we observe this pattern:
EU CLEARING
In the home country, VAT segments are HOUSE
flowing into the FOREIGN
local tax
authority
TAX AUTHORITY
HOME TAX AUTHORITY
throughout a chain of production agents (1,2,3). This chain is however broken
V
by the VAT rebate, which is recoveredAT 1by
5% the exporter when leaving the home
country. The exported goods are hence crossing the borders untaxed.
When the goods arrive to the country of destination, they are subject to the
EX
RET
CON
1
2
3
VAT rates and other taxation norms of this country. When selling the goods,
the exporter is hence obliged to pay the full amount of VAT to the local tax
authority3 . Eventually, the final consumer receives the good with domestic, in
our case 20%, VAT.
VAT 15%

VAT 1
5%

VAT
1

BORDER

5%

3

1
VAT

5%

VAT 15%

Of course, the exported goods can be semi-made, so that the VAT chain continues in
the destination country further through the network of production agents, middlemen and
retailers. For simplicity, in Figure 2.2 it is the exporter who acts the like a final retailer of
exported goods.
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VAT 15%
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2.2.2
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Such system is the one most balanced for majority of the countries. It
is argued that VAT, despite its segmentation, is still a consumption TAX and
hence should be applied according to the norms of the country where the goods
are eventually
HOMEconsumed.
TAX AUTHORITY
FOREIGN TAX AUTHORITY

An alternative to the COD principle is the method of invoicing based on the
EX
RET
CON
1
2
3
COO rule. The procedure of VAT collection according to the COO is depicted in
the Figure 2.3.
Figure 2.3: Invoicing principles - VAT chain according to the Country of
origin principle
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Compared to the COD, the main difference is that there is no VAT refund
for exporters at the borders of home country. The VAT on all produced goods
(including the exported ones) is collected solely by the domicile tax authority
and thus the VAT rebate is redundant. In such way, even the VAT receipts from
the foreign VAT chain links can be flowing back to the country of origin4 .
To sustain the essence of the consumption tax, the collected VATs on exports are transferred to the central clearing house, which keeps track of the
current account balances between European member states and redistributes
the export VAT revenues according to net C/A surpluses of the eligible COD
countries.
This kind of tax collection however contains one substantial drawback. With
COO imposed in the European context, the national VAT revenues from exports
4
The tax flows specification can however differ among various definitions of the COO.
Another possibility is to tax the rest of Value-Added in (and according to the norms of) the
destination country, irrespective of the domicile country.
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become irrevocably depending on the VAT rate adjustments of the neighbouring countries, and especially of the major trade partners. Due to this dependency, member states with high tax burden (e.g. Denmark, Sweden) can
suffer substantial revenue losses when importing goods from low-VAT regions5
(Keen & Lahiri, 1998).
Furthermore, the export-oriented countries gain unprecedentedly on political power, having a substantial part of foreign VAT revenues subject to their
own, deliberately chosen tax legislation (Genser et al., 1995). Thus, under
the assumption of competitive national VAT setting, the COO principle can be
regarded as a potentially distorting and inefficient tax measure, which could
result in “race to the bottom” within the national VAT rate determination6 .
Recalling the Single European Act efforts summarized in Section 2.1.2, it
is apparent, that these issues of power delegation and VAT revenue stability
were the baselines for massive critique and subsequent decline of the 1993 VAT
reform proposal.

2.3

Current challenges of the VAT

In the following lines, we will describe two recent challenges for VAT reform
efforts. Both are connected to the invoicing principles and both can be potentially solved by the harmonisation. These are namely Cross-border shopping,
and Carousel frauds.

2.3.1

Cross-border shopping

Cross-border shopping (CBS) is a straightforward term meaning that citizens of
one country travel to the neighbouring country in order to buy the goods they
need. The motives for such behaviour are numerous, including discriminative
territorial pricing, non-tariff barriers, or economies of scale.
One of the motives for CBS also emerges from differences between the national VAT rates (Genser (2002), Keen (2002)). This seemingly unexpected
interdependence is grounded on the fact that small-scale CBS purchases in Eu5

The imports are in the COO case at least partially subject to the Exporter’s VAT rates,
so that the importer’s VAT revenue is bounded to the levels of VAT imposed by the trade
partners.
6
This line of reasoning was proven already by Diamond & Mirrlees (1971).
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ropean Union are taxed according to the COO principle7 . That in effect causes
consumer to pay the VAT to foreign tax authorities, but without subsequent
intra-EU clearing.
Accordingly, countries with the VAT burden higher than average are likely
to observe an increase in CBS and corresponding decline in domestic VAT revenues. Especially in the regions which are close to the border, people tend to
relocate their shopping according to the VAT optimization. This phenomenon
is analysed and empirically confirmed by various authors, e.g. Asplund et al.
(2007), who show the dependence of Swedish beverage tax revenues on changes
in the Danish excise duties.

2.3.2

Carousel frauds

Compared to the CBS, VAT frauds are much more delicate issue. The CBS
can be regarded as more or less harmless act of optimizing agents, with the
revenues from VAT being properly collected, although by foreign tax authorities.
Contrastingly, the VAT frauds are purely criminal delicts based on tax evasion in
the international trade. The VAT revenues hence do not appear in tax accounts
of no border countries, remaining solely in the hands of fraudsters.
This phenomenon is based on a direct exploitation of COD principle, which
is partially following the reasoning of Sales tax evasion.
As we were discussing in the introduction, the Sales tax suffered from severe
fraudulent attacks due to the cumulation of tax payment on the last link in
the production chain (Ebrill & al. (2001)). These one-off payments were creating very tempting opportunity for evasion, allowing to spare whole amount
of tax by concealing the final transaction. Accordingly, with the interlinked
grey economy spreading, the Sales tax was claimed inefficient and gradually
substituted by the VAT.
The structure of the VAT compensate for the deficiencies of the Sales tax
almost completely, as the segmentation across the production chain minimises
potential gain from the tax evasion. Nevertheless, one loophole has remained
in the mechanics of the COD principle; the VAT rebate, returned to the exporter
7

This is the only exemption from European COD rule. The reason is that the small
cross-border transactions are difficult to tax according to COD. With COD applied, foreign
customers (even tourists) would be eligible for VAT rebate on the goods they have purchased,
paying the VAT later to the domestic authorities. Apparently, such taxation norm would
hardly work in practice, failing from the point of bureaucratic complexity as well as public
unwillingness.
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when crossing the borders, reverts in practice the VAT back into the Sales tax,
retaining the former, inefficient collection principle.
By retrieving the already collected revenues, the VAT loses its key advantage
of segmentation, and therefore is threatened by the same kind of avoidance as
the Sales tax.
But unlike the Sales tax, VAT evasion is (according to the nature of the COD
loophole) based solely on trade-frauds. The basic type of VAT fraud comprises
exporting some kind of easily transportable goods8 , selling them in the other
country with VAT-alike price and then fleeing with the whole amount of received
money, part of which is legally belonging to the foreign tax authority.
The real fraud schemes are however much more complicated, with the tangled web of fake companies, obscure money transfers and innocent middlemen
(for a deeper analysis, see IVA (2007), or Smith & Keen (2007)). The advanced
frauds also get cycled, with the same goods being exported back and forth, over
and over again. The flow of fraudulent goods hence resembles the movement
of a carousel which gave its name to this type of criminality. In such way, the
fraudsters can produce significant profit unless the traded goods completely
deteriorate on its value.

2.3.3

VAT challenges and the Euro effect

It is important to note, that the both VAT deficiencies described above are
no new inventions - both appeared in Europe far before the Single European
Act (SEA), and both have been identified in many other countries as well. The
yet unexplained fact remains, that they have gained on significant importance
in the last ten years, and their steep upturn is characteristic only for the EU.
The questions which instantly arise are: What is the reason for such regional and temporal anomaly, and why were the VAT inefficiencies for so long
practically disregarded?
To answer these questions we should identify the historical importance of
both deficiencies; for many years, the frauds and CBS were completely insignificant compared to the trade volumes which were circulating through Europe.
However, before 10 years we have witnessed certain economic change which has
substantially affected the VAT frauds and CBS.
8

Most often these are cell phones or computer chips (IVA, 2007).
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This change was the introduction of Euro in 1999. The common European
currency has brought many remarkable advantages into the European economy,
ranging from inter-bank integration to upturn of tourism, but in regard to the
VAT deficiencies, the introduction of Euro can be likened to the opening of
Pandora’s box.
The underlying reason is, that the common currency has abolished the intraEurozone currency risk. The currency risk was sensible for every international
market participant, and obviously, it had also affected the VAT deficiencies.
Firstly, it made the shopping abroad unpleasant due to the necessity of exchanging the local tender with inherent intermediation costs, and secondly, it
made the trade frauds risky, as the profits from such operations were paid in a
different currency.
With Euro introduced, the shopping abroad was suddenly as easy as shopping in another city district, and the international fraudsters were finally able
to rely on the exact value of their transactions, being “paid” in Euros. In
addition, they were no more threatened by the possibility of being identified
whilst exchanging foreign currencies for the domestic tender (Smith & Keen,
2007). As a result, the carousel fraud commenced its steep rise together with
the interlinked national VAT revenue losses - the estimated loss of VAT revenues
is according to IVA (2007) estimated to ¿60bn - ¿100bn per annum for all
Member states, which stands for approximately 10% of the annual European
VAT revenue.

2.3.4

Statistical evidence of VAT frauds

Despite the fact that the real amount of frauds cannot be properly identified,
certain macroeconomic indicators can suggest the approximate size of the evasive actions. This is especially the case of the European trade differential,
proposed by IVA (2007). This indicator represents gap between the value of
Intra-EU exports and imports.
In the ideal situation, there should be no gap between such trade indicators,
as the exported goods of one member state are reflected as imports in the balance of some other member states. However, despite this theoretical clearing,
the intra EU exports are constantly higher than the imports (See Figure 2.4)
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Figure 2.4: Time development of Intra-EU exports and imports

Source: Eurostat

This is partly caused by the inherent statistical discrepancy and unavoidable
deterioration of certain kinds of exported goods, but it can also reveal certain
traces of VAT frauds. The reason is that the trade statistics are collected on
the basis of collected VAT receipts and provided VAT rebates. Thus in the case
of fraudulent goods, the trade statisticians record the VAT rebate, which is
transmitted to the export statistic, but the corresponding VAT receipt from the
importer is missing - hence leaving the import statistic unchanged.
Figure 2.5: Time development of Intra-EU trade differential
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As we can see, the pattern of the trade differential in the Figure 2.5 suggests
the VAT fraud dynamics described in this section. The indicator has significantly increased after the introduction of Euro in 1999 (This development is
also confirmed by IVA (2007)), peaking in the year 2002. Thereafter, the trend
of the trade differential has somewhat declined but the latest values are again
considerably large.
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Summarising remarks

As we can see, the European VAT is currently being subject to undisputable
efficiency threats. These threats can be partially solved by the impact of VAT
harmonisation and partially by the subsequent systemic change of the invoicing
principles.
We must however note that such issues cannot be adequately treated in our
econometric model and hence we will abstract from them in the estimation of
the harmonised VAT revenue.
The discussion concerning these effects will be however revived in the chapter 6, as the necessity for solving the deficiencies constitutes strong argumentation base for further harmonisation efforts in the European Union.

Chapter 3
Related research and theoretical
model
3.1

VAT - related literature and research

The economic works which we consider important for our analysis are of two
kinds: firstly, these are theoretical papers elaborating on the normative models
of tax harmonisation and its welfare impacts. Second group consists of analytical papers, which are either discussing current issues of VAT and their solutions,
or measuring the impact of the VAT by means of econometric analysis.

3.1.1

Theoretical works

The theoretical concepts of tax cooperation and harmonisation are generally
grounded on the model of international trade in the ideal two-country world
with restricted trading opportunities, e.g. small number of goods, or uniform
type of competition. Then, under some of these restrictions, various model
specifications are discussed and utility movements among the countries are
compared.
The pioneer papers come from a key researcher of the tax harmonisation
theory, Michael Keen. His works on indirect tax harmonisation (Keen (1986),
Keen (1989)) have constituted a firm base for subsequent harmonisation modeling. Keen shows, that in the two-country world with N goods being traded
the indirect tax harmonisation is strictly pareto-improving1 . This result is also
1

Further assumptions of the model are perfect competition, country of destination principle, and convergence to a certain equilibrium tax rate.
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confirmed by Hatta (1986), who discusses the effects of convergence to tax
uniformity for a broader set of tax measures.
Based on Keen’s theoretical workhorse, strong branch of tax-theory literature has emerged; following articles are providing various additions to the general model. Extensions are applied especially with regard to the Nash-equilibria
setting, imperfect competition and choice of the tax-invoicing principles, as discussed in the Section 2.
López-Garcı́a (1996) expands the original conclusions of the model also
for the taxes which are subject to COO principle. He verifies that under the
assumptions of COO invoicing and perfect competition, the tax harmonisation
is Pareto-improving as well.
The latter assumption of Garcia’s model is relaxed in the work of Lockwood
(2000) who examines both invoicing principles under the imperfect competition.
He finds that the welfare-based preference between the COO and COD principle
differs according to the specifications underlying the model - the importance
is addressed especially to the kind of cooperation among the countries and tax
rate differentials2 . The same issue is also analysed by Keen & Lahiri (1998),
who are more in favour of COO principle, but they acknowledge that the latter
principle can be valid under different set of assumptions.
Different approach and efficiency conclusions are presented in Keen et al.
(2001). This paper analyzes the situation of tax harmonisation under COO
principle, in which the export-taxes are kept by the country of origin, instead
of being transmitted through the clearing house to the destination country. In
such case, the authors claim the harmonisation to be strongly inefficient and
market-distorting. This critique is somewhat soften by López-Garcı́a (2004)
who shows that if the revenues from this kind of tax harmonisation are used
to provide for pulic goods, then the effect can eventually prove positive. The
author however affirms that the set of assumptions taken to reach this result
is highly restrictive and can be easily violated.
2

This is directly based on his earlier work (Lockwood, 1993) in which he considers switching between the COO and COD principles in the case of cooperative and non-cooperative tax
setting. He finds that, when switching among the invoicing principles, the tax revenues can
become distorted unless the tax systems of both countries are harmonised.
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Analytical works

The major part of related analytical works summarises the inefficiencies within
the current “transitional system” of European VAT and discusses possible solutions of these problems. Most comprehensive analysis can be found in IVA
(2007) report, which offers a scrutinizing view of the VAT defficiencies described
in the section 2.3. The report calls for stricter harmonisation whilst favouring
the COO principle.
In contrast, Keen & Smith (1999) provide an alternative to the VAT harmonisation, the so-called VIVAT scheme. According to the political unwillingness which was typical for the preceding VAT reform proposals, authors offer a
solution which would retain the diverse VAT structures. VIVAT scheme introduces unified VAT rate (on sufficiently low level, e.g. 15%), together with sales
tax, nationally adjusted to compensate for the VAT decrease stemming from
the harmonisation. Such system reduces the rebate-incentives for frauds and
can potentially lead to an imposition of COO principle3 .
The Keen’s proposal is favoured also by Genser (2002), who claim that the
country-specific VAT instruments are just too entrenched in the governmental
revenue schemes to be effectively changed by the central European authority.
According to Genser, fiscal systems would not be able to cushion sudden change
in the tax revenues by interlinked adjustments of the other tax measures.
The most important resources for this thesis are the econometric analyses
regarding the revenue effects of VAT. However, despite of massive theoretical
apparatus underlying the VAT coordination-harmonisation, the empirical works
on this issue are rather scant.
The majority associated articles are elaborating on domewhat different issue, that is the effects of VAT introduction in the national tax schemes. These
works perceive VAT introduction as a “tax innovation” and they generally follow
the same line of modeling. The analyses hence concentrate on the ex−ante and
ex − post conditions of the VAT-adopting economy, which are being compared
through sets of dummies and interaction terms to sort out the implicit effects
of VAT introduction on tax revenues, terms of trade and other macroeconomic
variables.
3
The efficiency of VIVAT can be questioned due to the problems with sales tax collecting,
however if taken as a substep towards the VAT uniformity, the VIVAT scheme can provide
rather painless harmonisation option in the rigid political atmosphere of European tax reforms.
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This kind of analytical works was started by Nellor (1987), who examines
the effects of VAT introduction on total tax revenues for a rather small sample of
countries. In this paper, author identifies an increase of revenues after including
the VAT into national tax systems. The restricted dataset however causes that
the results lack robustness.
Nellor’s analysis was recently replicated in two different works, Ebrill & al.
(2001) and Keen & Lockwood (2007), both using much larger datasets of more
than 100 countries with long time series. Both works also reaffirm that the
introduction of VAT is associated with a significant increase of tax revenues.
To validate the estimation result, authors argue that the revenue increase is
justified on the efficiency grounds (comparing the VAT to its predecessor, the
Sales tax).
The same model is applied also in the work of Keen & Lockwood (2006),
where the set of countries is restricted to the OECD sample (to allow for more
qualitative information in the sample). Apart from confirming the effects of
the VAT introduction, authors examine whether there is a relation between the
VAT imposition and growth of the government size. Such relation however does
not prove significant on the data.
Another kind of analysis is pursued by Desai & Hines (2005), who estimate
the impact of the VAT introduction on international trade. The authors use
large dataset of 143 developed and developing countries, and find that examined
trade indicators, i.e., openness and export performance, are negatively affected
by the presence of VAT (and its increasing weight in the tax system). This
unprecedented finding is regarded to badly administered tax rebating schemes
in the developing countries - the authors clam that such effect is caused by
slow and generally undervalued VAT rebates in these regions. These market
deficiencies are assumed to deter potential domestic exporters, and thus reduce
international trade.
As we have mentioned, the above described empirical works are based
on the same model of international trade. To answer our research question
whether VAT harmonisation can induce rise in VAT revenues, we have adopted
the methodology of these articles; our empirical analysis is hence pursued by
means of the “tax innovation” model, which we will describe in the following
section.
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The model

Our model of VAT harmonisation builds on a synergy of several theoretical
concepts taken from the taxation literature. The basic underlying model is
grounded on the classic “tax effort” equation (see Bahl (1971)) which is deriving
the national tax revenue, Rit and its changes from the set of macroeconomic
indicators, Yitj :
Rit = β0 + β1 Yitj

(3.1)

This simple workhorse can be further modified to allow for tax innovation
(Nellor (1987), Keen & Lockwood (2007)), i.e., to cover the effect of structural
improvement in the tax scheme. To enable this adjustment, the tax innovation
is put into the formula in a form of both an independent explanatory variable
and also interaction term with the remaining regressors.
Rit = β0 + β1 Yjit + β2 Vit + β3 Yitj · Vit

(3.2)

The innovation acts in a way that it affects marginal deadweight loss from
taxation, YR < 0, where Y is pre-tax income and subscript denotes derivative.
The key principle is that the tax innovation decreases the marginal deadweight
loss from taxation, YRV > 0, so that the gross income rises, creating a larger
tax base and generating more revenues.
Thus, with the tax innovation imposed, the tax revenues rise even if we
keep the total tax burden on the same level as before the innovation.
The tax innovation in the applied works cited in subsection 3.1.2 is represented by a dummy signaling the presence of VAT in the tax scheme. The
reasoning for taking VAT as an innovation is that the VAT is considered to
be more efficient instrument compared to its tax-counterparts (Sales taxes are
subject to large-scale evasion and Turnover taxes distort production and consumption patterns - Ebrill & al. (2001)). This is also confirmed by the analyses,
identifying an increase of national tax revenues with the VAT adoption.
In our model specification, we aim to reveal the effects of VAT rate harmonisation and therefore we must make adequate changes in the tax innovation
variable. It is essential to note that the tax innovation must fulfill the YRV > 0
condition, otherwise the revenue-enhancing effect is not guaranteed.
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To ensure positive sign of the second partial derivative YRV , we utilise the
reasoning taken from the theoretical articles of indirect tax harmonisation, particularly Keen (1986) & Keen (1989). These microeconomic works are claiming
the indirect tax harmonisation to be strictly Pareto-improving under set of restricted assumptions (perfect competition, country of destination principle, and
convergence to an intermediate tax rate). Some of the restrictions are however
later relaxed, or generalised in the further works discussed in subsection 3.1.1,
so that we will try to apply the Pareto-improvement reasoning on our VAT
harmonisation case.
The Pareto-improvement is rather a broad concept defining that an appropriate shift within the set of different allocations of goods (or income) can make
at least one market participant better off without making the others worse off.
According to the taxation theory (Keen, 1989), we assume that this increase
in utility of market participants is reflected in their rising consumption, which
is directly transposed to an increase of consumption-related tax revenues.
The Pareto-improving indirect tax harmonisation hence confirms the positive sign of second partial derivative YRV , and can be considered a tax innovation, in a sense defined in the preceding specification
As a result, restricting ourselves from the indirect tax harmonisation to the
single case of VAT convergence, we can utilise the tax innovation reasoning
and pursue the regression analysis based on the approach of empirical works
examining the revenue effects of VAT introduction.

Chapter 4
Description of the data and the
variables
4.1

General framework and data sources

Our analysis is based on a panel dataset comprising 30-year annual observations
for 15 European countries: the Eurozone members, Denmark, Sweden, United
Kingdom and Switzerland1 .
We have decided to exclude taxation dynamics of New Member States
(NMS), as the statistics for these countries do not reach sufficient time range,
and the reliability of their early data may be questionable2 .
The underlying macroeconomic indicators are taken mainly from OECD
statistical database with one exception of Corporate tax rates, which come from
the statistical section of Institute for Fiscal Studies (collected by Devereux et al.
(2002)).
It is important to note that our dataset is unbalanced, as the countries had
been implementing the VAT rather gradually (see Figure 2.1). In 1978, which is
the base year of our dataset, 4 out of 15 examined countries were still without
the VAT implemented in the tax structures; their panels are hence narrowed,
starting in the corresponding year of the local VAT introduction.
1

Although Switzerland is not a formal member of European Union, its bilateral treaties
and trade performance with EU enables us to consider Swiss data as appropriate for enlarging
our dataset.
2
Furthermore, these panels could distort the overall fit of our model, as the NMS were
following very different institutional and economic development (even during the period
covered by their national statistics).
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Variables of the model

Here we provide a close summary of the variables used in the subsequent empirical analysis. We also show how we have constructed the composite measures
which are included in the regressions.
The variables are chosen to match the innovation-augmented tax effort
equation, following the approach used in the recent panel data analyses of VAT
adoption and its consequences (Ebrill & al. (2001), Keen & Lockwood (2007)).
Some of the variables from these works are omitted3 , some are newly added,
or adjusted according to the aim of our paper.
Table 4.1: Summary statistics

Variable
L RATIOnat

log of VAT revenues over GDP

Mean
-2.71635

Std. Dev.
0.20657

Min.
-3.74197

Max.
-2.3833

N
375

9.71102

0.64535

7.75261

10.99999

420

0.01498

0.01015

0.0001

0.05762

375

0.0177

0.01315

0

0.05423

375

0.04941

0.02524

0.01695

0.15348

420

0.03981

0.03167

0.00593

0.20152

407

0.38038

0.12002

0.1

0.62732

391

- OECD statistical database 2009 2009

L YPC

log of GDP per capita
- OECD statistical database 2009

DIFFnat

VAT rate differential, EU avg.
- OECD statistical database 2009

DIFFbrdr

VAT rate differential, border avg.
- OECD statistical database 2009

OPEN

Openness
- OECD statistical database 2009

AGRO

Share of agricultural production on GDP
- OECD statistical database 2009

CORPtax

Corporate Income tax - statutory
- IFS statistical section 2005

4.2.1

The dependent variable

Our dependent variable, RATIOnat, represents an internationally comparable
form of VAT revenue. It is a composite indicator created by dividing VAT
revenues by GDP in the examined country. This transformation is used to
prevent the issue of spurious regression arising from the interdependence of
tax revenues and GDP, which is also strongly correlated with some of our
independent variables. In the following estimation, RATIOnat is used in the
logarithmic form.
3

These are particularly the continental geographical dummies, IMF membership dummy
and age-related demographic indicators, which are of little use for analysing our dataset.
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The primary explanatory variable

The key regressor of our analysis, DIFF, is constructed to match the aim of our
research question; it represents the convergence of European VAT rates, ergo
VAT harmonisation.
This indicator is in fact a composite measure derived by subtracting VAT
rate of the country i from an averaged VAT rate of the other k countries.
DIF Fi = V ATi −

k
X

!
V ATj /k

(4.1)

j=1

Such differential reveals, how far are the country-specific VAT rates from the
regional average. The closer to zero our key regressor is, the more harmonised
are the national VAT schemes.
We use the indicator in a form of absolute value, because we want to analyse
the overall effect of harmonisation. That is, to examine the impacts of upward
and downward VAT convergence on the VAT revenues in one variable4 .
We should note that the VAT rates used in the computations are not nominal ones. As Ebrill & al. (2001) suggest, these rates suffer from embodied
inefficiencies and weak overall reliability5 . The VAT rates which we apply are
based on the concept of C-efficiency, developed by the same collective of authors. These so-called C-rates are computed by dividing VAT revenues over
final private consumption expenditure.
C.ratei =

Rvati
Coni

(4.2)

In such way we get an indicator that can be regarded as “real VAT”, because
it represents the average VAT burden imposed on national consumption. These
averages can be hence directly compared and analysed without relying on the
oversimplified assumption of identical underlying tax structures.
Looking at the figures in the Table 4.2 we can see that the computed Crates are approximately halved compared to the standard VAT rates. This
4

We refrain from using the absolute values later in the analysis, as the data can thereafter
reveal more information about the nature of harmonisation effects.
5
The main problem of nominal (statutory) VAT rates stems from the country-specific
diversification of the VAT; distinctive national systems of reduced rates, increased rates,
zero-ratings and further progressive exemptions undermine the reliance of the standard VAT
rates. When used, the standard rates can easily distort any analysis which considers VAT to
be relatively homogeneous measure among the member states.
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Table 4.2: Comparison of Standard and C-efficient VAT rates in 2008
Country AUS BEL DNK
Standard
20
21
25
C-rate
10.9 9.7
13.9

FIN
22
11.6

FRA GER
19.6
19
8.9
9.4

GRE IRL
19
21.5
8.1 12.7

ITA
20
7.9

NLD
19
10.4

PRT
20
10.3

SPA
16
8.1

SWE SWI
25
7.6
12.7
5.6

Source: Eurostat, own computations.

is caused by the numerous exemptions and lowered rates for certain kinds of
goods. Furthermore, we can observe that this reduction in “real” rates is not
strictly uniform in magnitude, suggesting the already discussed diversity of
national tax systems.
Accordingly, we can confirm that employing the nominal VAT rates could
cause unavoidable distortions to our analysis and following policy implications.
Apart from the problem of VAT rate comparability, we have also dealt with
specification issues of average VAT rate in the equation (4.1). We have created
two DIFF variables with distinct averaging methods, both based on the concept
of C-rates.
In the first approach we have averaged all country-specific C-rates in the
sample on a yearly basis, hence creating the annually averaged European Crate. Time development of this indicator is depicted in the Figure 4.1.

.095
.09
.085
.08

mean C−rate ( .01 = 1% tax )

.1

Figure 4.1: Mean VAT C-rate in EU15

1980

1990

2000

2010

years 1978−2007
®

Source: Own computations.

By putting this European-average into the equation (4.1) we have derived
our first harmonisation indicator, DIFFnat.

UK
15
7.7
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The second approach which we have chosen for averaging VAT rates is more
restrictive than the first one. It takes into account only the C-rates of member
states with which the examined country has a common border6 . The reason for
implementing such approach is that it follows the taxation empirics: the countries tend to respond to the taxation adjustments of their neighbours more than
to the same changes of the other, more distant countries (Keen & Lockwood
(2007)). Deriving the differential with this averaging approach, we have constructed our second harmonisation indicator, DIF F brdr.
The absolute value in both DIFF variables implies that the differential
grows as the national C-rate diverges from the European (or regional) average,
irrespective of the direction of this divergence. Therefore, if our propositions
prove correct, the estimated coefficient of DIFF in the tax-effort equation will
be negative - VAT revenues will fall with increasing difference in the national
rates.

4.2.3

Macroeconomic indicators

To keep our model corresponding with the underlying theoretical concept, we
have added additional explanatory variables that are used throughout the taxeffort literature as the macroeconomic determinants of the tax revenue.
These are:
 Income per capita (YPC ), which should gauge the possibility that wealth-

ier countries tend to spend larger proportion of income on retailed consumption goods (Ebrill & al. (2001)). The sign of (YPC ) coefficient in
the tax-effort equation should be hence positive.
 Share of agriculture in the GDP (AGRO), which signals the degree of

development and identifies potential VAT loss induced by difficult taxation of self-supplying agriculture economies7 (Keen & Lockwood (2006)).
According to this reasoning, the suggested sign of the AGRO coefficient
should be negative.
6

In the computation, we have worked only with the neighbour countries which are included
in our dataset. The others were omitted due to the unavailability of comprehensive data.
In case of island countries, i.e., Great Britain and Ireland, we have decided to use VAT
rates of Belgium, Germany, France, Netherlands and the opposite island.
7
Apparently, this indicator is more applicable for the datasets covering also developing
countries.
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 Openness (OPEN ), measured as the sum of exports and imports over

GDP. This variable represents the effects of trade liberalisation on tax
revenues; the sign of the corresponding coefficient should be positive, as
argued by Rodrik (1998), who identifies a link between rising openness
and increased government spending (rebounding into the tax revenues).

4.2.4

Endogeneity-treating variable

One alarming issue of our estimation is the potential omitted variable bias in
our key regressor, DIFF. Considering the nature of this tax innovation variable,
hidden endogeneity could emerge in the patterns of VAT differentials.
The underlying reasoning is that the convergence of VAT rates comes presumably in the scarce time periods when the public is concerned with some
systemic defficiency and hence eager for changes. In these times, people become more benevolent to broader governmental reforms (which is exactly the
case of structural changes in the national tax systems) and so the reform efforts
are prone to be temporally clustered (Hillman, 2003).
As a result, the coefficient of DIFF in our estimation could potentially
represent an effect of a whole set of independent tax innovations, instead of
sole narrowing of the VAT rate differentials.
In such situation the effect of VAT convergence would be practically inseparable from the corresponding reform cluster, and the coefficient of DIFF would
be well overestimated, assigning too high revenue effect to the narrowing of the
VAT differentials.
To verify whether such concerns are justified, we have augmented our taxeffort equation with one more tax measure - the corporate tax rate (CORPtax ).
According to the logic of the endogeneity argument, the regression coefficient
of DIFF should substantially decrease with corporate tax rate included in the
equation. The reforms cluster effect would be thereafter split between two
variables, assigning comparable values to both regression coefficients.
If this is not the case and the DIFF retains its former coefficient, then the
reform efforts are probably less clustered and we may consider our key regressor
as correctly specified.
Apparently, this endogeneity check is far from being ideal, as the reforms
can appear in various fields of legislation. Scrutinizing these relations is however
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beyond the scope of this thesis - enormous diversity of national governmental
structures is just too complex to grasp by a handful of qualitative variables.
Therefore, even though the inclusion of the corporate tax rate proves inert
to the estimation results, we should treat the concerned regression outcomes
with deliberate caution.

Chapter 5
Regression analysis
5.1

Methodological remarks

In this section we will show estimation results of our analysis, according to the
underlying concept of tax-effort equation
Rit = β0 + β1 Yjit + β2 Vit + β3 Yjit · Vit + uit

(5.1)

As we have described in the data section, two distinct ways of computing
the VAT rate differentials are used throughout the analysis: The first approach,
utilizing the unified European average (DIF F nat), and the second approach,
emphasizing the impact of neighbouring countries (DIF F brdr).
It is worth mentioning that the first approach did not eventually match our
expectations as the regression results proved insignificant throughout the various specifications. Nevertheless, we have included its analysis in the following
section as it is useful to describe the estimation procedure, which has been
applied on both variations of the model.
The core results of our analysis are following in the Section 5.3, which discusses the outcomes of the second model variation, the border state approach.

5.2

Regression with DIFFnat

The regression results for the EU average approach are presented in Table 5.1,
which summarises main estimation approaches applied on our model. We have
used 3 different treatments of panel data estimation, namely the method of
Fixed Effects (FE), the method of Random Effects (RE), and the method of
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Table 5.1: Regression results, key var.: Difference from EU average
VARIABLES
L YPC
DIFFnat
OPEN
AGRO

(1)
fe

(2)
re

0.140*** 0.133***
(0.0145) (0.0146)
-0.731
-1.613
(1.368)
(1.416)
-1.027*
-0.716
(0.575)
(0.488)

(3)
fd1

(4)
fd2

(5)
fd3

(6)
fd inst

0.0703***
(0.0268)
-2.590
(1.807)
0.997
(0.695)

0.0655**
(0.0278)
-2.307
(1.829)
0.763
(0.670)
-0.0892
(0.975)

0.0702***
(0.0263)
-2.049
(1.838)
1.293*
(0.721)

0.0679**
(0.0267)
-2.454
(1.892)
0.476
(0.706)
0.109
(0.998)
1.455
(12.90)
766.1*
(459.9)
118.3
(309.3)

D1FFxL YPC
D1FFxOPEN
D1FFxAGRO
CORPtax

Observations
R-squared

-0.144*
(0.0741)
375
375
361
359
0.329
0.072
0.073
0.061
Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

342
0.072

359
0.108

First Differences (FD); these were further compared and adjusted according to
the results of specification tests and choice of the regressors.

5.2.1

Basic specification and stationarity testing

The first two columns of Table 5.1 show regression results of our base model
specification; the dependent variable is the VAT revenue ratio (RAT IOnat), and
the regressors are logarithm of income per capita (L Y P C), VAT differential
(DIF F nat) and openness (OP EN ).
To analyse the model, we have applied the FE (1) and the RE (2) method
of panel estimation. These models are appropriate for different kinds of data1 ,
but for correctly specified model the coefficients in both specifications should
be relatively the same.
Eyeballing at the two specifications however reveals considerable inconsistency in the coefficient of DIFFnat - in the second specification the coefficient
is almost two times bigger than in the first one2 .
1
They are utilised according to the relation between regressors and omitted time-invariant
variables in the underlying model (see Baltagi (2005)).
2
Such difference suggests dynamic misspecification of the model, which is of major concern
for any panel data estimation (Ibid).
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Therefore, to verify the reliability of the regression outcomes, we have
turned to testing the dynamic misspecification. This is done most commonly by
the simple serial correlation (SC) test (see e.g. Wooldridge (2002)), regressing
the predicted regression residual uit on its lagged values uit−k .
In our case, we have decided to test the serial correlation in residuals of the
FE model specification3 . In such testing however arises one drawback: most
common SC and unit root tests for OLS regressions (based on the uit regression
residuals) are not applicable for the FE method of estimation. The reason is
that the FE regression residuals can be substantially different from those of the
underlying model4 .
As a result, we have chosen a different way of identifying the serial correlation. The alternative approach, suggested by Wooldridge (2002), is based on
the residuals of first differenced (FD) regression equation.
This test follows the logic that the FD residuals, when regressed through
the simple SC test, can indirectly signal the serial correlation in the original
non-differenced model. This linkage is indicated by the regression coefficient
of ∆uit−1 in the simple SC test for FD model; if the coefficient equals -0.5, no
serial correlation is present in the data. If the coefficient is closing to zero, then
we are dealing with a unit root process5 . The result of the corresponding SC
test is presented in the first column of Table 5.26 .
The simple SC test runs under null hypothesis that the coefficient of the
lagged residual is indifferent from zero, which implies that there is no relation between the variable and its lagged values. In our case, the t-statistic
(t = −0.65) reflects that we have failed to reject the null hypothesis even on
10 percent significance level and we can consider FD residuals ∆uit serially
uncorrelated.
The zero serial correlation of ∆uit however implies that the non-differenced
model is subject to unit root process, i.e., fails in the Gauss-Markov assumption of stationarity. As a result, we face the dynamic misspecification of the
3

The selection between the two model specifications is arbitrary; if present, the autocorrelation would be identified in the both variants.
4
The FE residuals are in a “demeaned form”: üit = uit − ūi , where uit are the disturbances
of the underlying model and ūi are corresponding means for each panel. Accordingly, the
simple SC tests will give misleading results if the mean value ūit 6= 0, which is almost always
the case, when the serial correlation is present in the data.
5
This is caused by the nature of FD residuals(∆uit = uit − uit−1 ) and the fact that the
SC test coefficient equals corr(∆uit ,∆uit−1 ). For a closer discussion, see Wooldridge (2002).
6
We have treated the presumed process in the FD residuals as autoregressive of order one
(AR(1)); the processes of higher orders were also analysed, but the results did not undermine
the validity of AR(1) approach.
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Table 5.2: Simple serial correlation tests, European-average approach

SC test coef.
ut−1

(1)
firstD

(2)
secondD

-0.0317
(0.0490)

-0.519***
(0.0447)

Observations
347
333
R-squared
0.001
0.290
Standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

regression models (1) and (2) in Table 5.1, which breaks down into the spurious
regression, biased estimated coefficients and too small standard errors of both
specifications.

5.2.2

Treatment of non-stationarity: The method of First
Differences

According to the issue of spurious regression, we have adjusted the model to
ensure stationarity and obtain reliable estimates. The approach we have used
is the already mentioned FD method. The transformed regression equation is:
∆Rit = β1 ∆Yjit + β2 ∆Vit + β3 ∆Yjit · ∆Vit + ∆uit

(5.2)

We have obtained an estimate of the FD model when deriving the residuals for the simple SC test. This test, apart from identifying the unit-root in
the original mode specification, also revealed that the FD transformation properly corrects for the serial correlation in the residuals7 . Thus, the new model
specification can be considered reliable in its outcomes.
With the reliability of the model verified, we have run the regressions of
the base FD specification (column (3) in Table 5.1), and augmented FD specifications with agricultural share on GDP in column (4), Corporate tax rate in
column (5) and a set with interaction terms included in column (6).
Nevertheless, from eyeballing at the columns of the Table 5.1, we must
concede that despite the right sign of Beta coefficients, the DIFFnat variable
7

By second differencing, we have constructed the SC test for the FD specification (see
column (2) in Table 5.2). The coefficient of uit−1 turned out -0.519 and highly significant,
whichis a signal of no serial correlation in the residuals of the FD model (Wooldridge, 2002).
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has remained insignificant in all specifications of the model.
This could be perhaps explained by the implied loss of information caused
by first differencing of the data, but more likely by the lack of strong relation between convergence to the European-averaged C-rate and growth of VAT
revenues.
According to these results, we have moved to our second variant of measuring VAT rate differential, employing the coefficient DIFFbrdr

5.3

Regression with DIFFbrdr

When we evaluate the preceding VAT differential approach, we must affirm that
the insignificant results could have been anticipated. It is apparent that the link
between the VAT structures of countries as diverse as Finland and Greece could
not be regarded as particularly strong. Therefore, the approval or rejection
of our research question was depending rather on the outcomes of the latter
approach, using the DIFFbrdr indicator.

5.3.1

Basic specification and non-stationarity correction

The regression results are summarised in the Table 5.3. First six columns
represent the same model specifications as in the DIFFnat analysis, and the
remaining columns cover certain model-checking procedures.
Due to the fact that only one explanatory variable was changed in the regression equation, the structure and the test conclusions of our second analysis
turned out almost identical to those of DIFFnat approach: Most importantly,
the non-differenced model is also subject to the unit root process (results of
the simple SC test are given in the column (1) of Table 5.4), and hence the
first differences were applied to ensure stationarity.
The results of the regressions are as follows:
 Unlike in the case of DIFFnat, the DIFFbrdr has proven highly significant

and with appropriate sign even in the basic FD specification (3). According to the results of FD models, the narrowing of VAT rate differentials is
connected with a significant increase of the VAT revenue.

(2)
RE

(7)
FElag
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0.526

0.0478** -0.0023
(0.0222) (0.0125)
-3.578** -1.861***
(1.629)
(0.542)
0.635
0.0208
(0.706)
(0.378)
-0.672
-0.920*
(0.785)
(0.524)
-14.61
(11.87)
375.5
(344.3)
93.40
(128.5)

(6)
FD inst

361
359
342
359
0.193
0.189
0.182
0.226
Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

-0.0908
(0.0628)

0.0659***
(0.0231)
-4.623***
(1.347)
1.462**
(0.725)

(5)
FD3

Observations
R-squared

375
0.094

(4)
FD2

0.0635*** 0.0558**
(0.0227)
(0.0239)
-5.010*** -4.911***
(1.251)
(1.262)
1.111
0.862
(0.696)
(0.686)
-0.339
(0.700)

(3)
FD1

0.706***
(0.0707)

375
0.402

0.117*** 0.114***
(0.0131)
(0.0135)
-3.799*** -3.896***
(0.661)
(0.701)
-0.881*
-0.762
(0.517)
(0.476)

(1)
FE

L RAT lag

CORPtax

DIFFxAGRO

DIFFxOPEN

DIFFxL YPC

AGRO

OPEN

DIFFbrdr

L YPC

VARIABLES

Table 5.3: Regression results, key var.: Difference from border-average

319
-

0.747***
(0.066)

0.00122
(0.0183)
-0.902
(0.696)
-0.254
(0.552)
-0.0555
(0.305)

(8)
AurBond

291
0.109

0.0634***
(0.0230)
-3.274**
(1.348)
1.525**
(0.719)

(9)
FD shortcheck
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 The high significance and the presumed sign persisted also in the case

of income per capita coefficient (L Y P C), implying that the growth of
wealth is associated with growing VAT revenues.
 The Openness (OP EN ) has turned significant in one FD specification

(5), potentially confirming the government expenditure link identified by
Rodriguez & Rodrik (1999).
 The indicator of agricultural importance, AGRO, did not prove signifi-

cant in the corresponding FD specification. The minus sign suggested in
the data section has been however retained.
 The interaction terms coefficients indicated no considerable significance.
Table 5.4: Simple serial correlation tests, border state approach

VARIABLES
ut−1

(1)
firstD

(2)
secondD

-0.0198 -0.546***
(0.0496) (0.0443)

Observations
347
333
R-squared
0.000
0.315
Standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

5.3.2

Issue of endogeneity in DIFFbrdr

To assure overall reliability of our analysis, we have employed FD model augmented by the Corporate tax rates (5). This specification analyses the issue
of reform-clustered endogeneity, as discussed in the Section 4.2.4. According
to the results, the coefficient of Corporate tax rate (CORPtax ) did not prove
significant and the coefficient of DIFFbrdr has declined in marginal terms only.
These outcomes suggest that the reform clustering is probably not present in
the data and we can consider the VAT harmonisation coefficient as valid.
We have pursued one additional endogeneity check, removing the observations of 1970s and 1980s from our dataset. By such omission we attempted to
sort out possible contamination of the data, caused by reduced reliability of
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the early taxation statistics, and further complexities of contemporary trade
and tariff relations in EU.
The results are presented in the column (8) of Table 5.3. We can see that
even though the harmonisation coefficient diminished, it remained significant
and negative. The decline in the size of harmonisation effect can be regarded
either to the substantial data loss, or it can indeed signal certain contamination
of the dataset. Analysing this issue by the robust statistic methods is however
beyond the scope of this thesis.

5.3.3

Alternative approaches to serial correlation correction

By applying the FD transformation, we have diverged from the SC-treating approaches pursued in the recent VAT-introduction analyses (Keen & Lockwood
(2006) and Keen & Lockwood (2007)). The authors of these analyses are working with a very similar concept of dependent variable8 and they also identify
strong serial correlation present in the data.
Instead of differencing the data, the authors correct for inherent serial correlation in two different ways: Firstly, by including the Lagged Dependent
Variable (LDV) in the regression equation9 , and secondly, by applying the
Arellano & Bond (1991) GMM estimator.
We have included these two approaches in columns (6) and (7) of Table 5.3,
however we consider utilising both SC-treatments as highly questionable, at
least in the case of our analysis.
 Speaking of the LDV regression shortfalls, the main problem is that it

works only for the time series following stationary autoregressive process
- otherwise the estimation gives inconsistent coefficients. The stationarity
is however not the case of our dataset, as we have identified the unit-root
process in the residuals of our non-differenced regression model. Therefore, we claim LDV regression not useful for our analysis:
Looking at the results of the LDV regression (6), the value of lagged
coefficient, L RAT lag = 0.706 is relatively close to one, which can be
also perceived as a signal of potential unit-root process present in our
dependent variable, (RAT IOnat)10 .
8

The authors are using a ratio of total tax revenues over GDP. In our analysis, we narrow
the indicator by taking the VAT revenues only.
9
The bias caused by the OLS mechanics in presence of LDV is corrected by instrumenting
the variable with its subsequent lags.
10
Quite strikingly, in Keen & Lockwood (2007) the coefficient of LDV turned out 0.867,
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 The Arellano-Bond GMM estimator is somewhat more useful than LDV

regression, but it suffers from another drawback. The advantage of the
the Arellano-Bond approach is that it corrects for unit root by taking the
first differences of non-stationary data. But unlike the FD transformation, it also augments the regression equation with a differenced lagged
dependent variable. This inclusion is meant to correct for the remaining
serial correlation after first differencing.
However as we have not found any additional SC in our FD model 11 ,
we claim that the application of Arellano-Bond approach implies considerable overidentification of our model and lowered reliability of the
regression coefficients.

5.3.4

Understanding the harmonisation effect

In the pursued regressions we have identified that the coefficient of VAT differential is negative and significant, so that our anticipations of beneficial VAT
harmonisation effect were confirmed. Accordingly, we claim that the convergence to the average VAT rate creates more efficient tax scheme.
On the other hand, the regression coefficient itself cannot reveal what are
the underlying reasons for the inherent rise of harmonised VAT revenues. To
gain some insight into this issue, we have attempted to isolate the coefficients
of DIFFbrdr for specific changes within the national VAT rate, particularly for
the upward and downward VAT rate convergence.
This sub-analysis was pursued through modifying our key regressor by removing the absolute values from its original formula
DIF Fi = V ATi −

k
X

!
V ATj /k

(5.3)

j=1

and splitting our dataset into subsamples according to the percentiles of
this adjusted harmonisation coefficient.
Through such transformation we were able to distinguish upward- and
downward-convergence within the national VAT structures, and analyse them
separately. To identify potential differences between the groups, we have run
hence signaling the underlying unit root process even more. When asked, Prof. Lockwood
responded that no unit-root tests were pursued in the analysis. Therefore, we advise to treat
the LDV regression results of this paper with deliberate caution.
11
See column (2) of Table 5.4 and corresponding discussion in Section 5.2.2.
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the FD-specified regressions on both subsamples. The estimation results are
presented in the Table 5.5.
Table 5.5: Split sample regressions: Difference from border-average, no
absolute values
VARIABLES
DL YPC
DDIFFbrdr noabs
DOPEN
Observations
R-squared

(1)
negative

(2)
positive

(3)
firstQ

(4)
secondQ

(5)
thirdQ

(6)
fourthQ

0.0749*** -0.0138 0.114*** 0.0820** 0.0229
-0.0310
(0.0242) (0.0235) (0.0384) (0.0387) (0.0369) (0.0335)
8.958*** 6.571*** 12.55*** 8.902*** 6.856** 8.099***
(1.620)
(0.887)
(1.914)
(1.416)
(2.721)
(1.145)
2.307**
0.0127
5.160**
2.019
-0.120
0.343
(0.991)
(0.462)
(2.285)
(1.419)
(1.405)
(0.588)
200
161
68
74
73
74
0.535
0.472
0.647
0.610
0.454
0.633
Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

(7)
fifthQ
-0.0275
(0.0334)
4.215***
(1.089)
-0.613
(0.838)
72
0.273

In the first two columns, we see the results of regressions for the upward and
downward converging subsamples: The observations having the national VAT
rate below the border average(1), and the observations having the national VAT
above the border average. When we turn to the coefficients, we can see that
the DIFFbrdr coefficient has changed a sign12 and is higher for the subsample
converging from below.
This could potentially imply, that the convergence to the harmonised European VAT rate represents in fact a convergence to the optimally efficient tax
rate. In such way, the marginal VAT revenue would increase with national VAT
rate rising towards the harmonised rate (Hr ), and decrease after surpassing
this optimum.

VAT revenues

Figure 5.1: European harmonised VAT rate as a taxation optimum

Hr

0
12

VAT rate

This is a straightforward effect of removing the absolute values from the DIFFbrdr coefficient - with higher VAT rates, countries collect more VAT revenues.
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To elaborate more on this assumption, we have created another set of subsamples, containing 5 distinct groups of observations divided according to the
quintiles of the adjusted harmonisation coefficient, DIF Fi . The subsample
border values are shown in Table 5.6.
Table 5.6: Ranges of VAT rate differences in the quintile subsamples
Subsample
1
2
3
4
5

Range of VAT differences
-0.0954 to -0.0193
-0.0193 to -0.00886
-0.00886 to 0.00145
0.00145 to 0.0147
0.0147 to 0.0459

Diff. in %
-9.54 to -1.93%
-1.93 to -0.89%
-0.89 to 0.15%
0.15 to 1.47%
1.47 to 4.59%

The results of corresponding subsample regressions are presented in the
columns (3) to (7) of Table 5.5.
Looking at the coefficients of the regressions (3) to (7), we must however
affirm that our optimal efficiency hypothesis does not match the data. Following this hypothesis, the harmonisation coefficient would be highest in the
proximity of harmonised rate, i.e., in the third group, and declining on both
sides with increasing VAT rate differentials.
Apparently, such relation was not identified; instead, somewhat decreasing
pattern emerged as the quintiles of the differences got higher. This evidence
suggests that the harmonised rate itself is probably not the tax optimum13 .
According to the regression results, an alternative explanation emerged.
The positive convergence effect could be potentially regarded to the diminishing
marginal revenue from increasing VAT rates, as depicted in Figure 5.2.

VAT revenues

Figure 5.2: European harmonised VAT rate in Laffer curve environment

rev. loss

Hr

rev. gain

0
13

Hr-x

Hr+x

VAT rate

We must however bear in mind that these results should be perceived as pointers only.
The reliability of estimated coefficients is substantially reduced by very low subsample sizes.
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In such way, we would be dealing with a situation which could be described
as the European VAT Laffer curve. This would hence imply that there is no nonzero point of optimal efficiency, as the revenue curve is concave with respect
to the VAT rate - the efficiency would always increase with decreasing VAT
burden.
On the other hand, according to the Figure 5.2, the convergence to the
harmonised VAT rate from below would bring more revenues than would be
lost by the identical shift from above.
Assuming the European nations converging to the properly weighted average rate, the revenue gain from VAT rate harmonisation would be therefore
automatically secured.
Unfortunately, more scrutinizing analysis of the Laffer curve hypothesis is
dismissed by the limited capabilities of our dataset. This explanation is however
directly supported by findings of Matthews (2003), who identifies diminishing
marginal tax revenues in relation to the nominal European VAT rates14 .
As a result, the European Laffer curve, together with the implications of
Pareto-improving microeconomic models of indirect tax harmonisation (Keen,
1989), could stand for the underlying reasons for the estimated positive effect
of the VAT rate harmonisation.

14
In his analysis, Matthews also estimates the revenue maximizing VAT rate, which is
determined to be 18-19.3% on European average. This rate is however far from being optimal,
as it represents the top of Laffer curve, i.e., the point when a further increase of VAT cannot
bring any additional revenue.

Chapter 6
Prediction and further comments
6.1

Prediction of the revenue gains

The results of our regression analysis suggest that there is indeed a potential
revenue gain from the VAT harmonisation. The question however remains, how
large this effect can be, especially in the case when we allow for the same
average VAT burden before and after the harmonisation.
To answer this question, we have constructed a simple estimation procedure,
which computes the potential revenue gains caused by complete VAT harmonisation in the year 20091 . One remark should be made at this point, our revenue
prediction is following only the data of countries used for the regression analysis, so that the total revenue gain for the European Union would be eventually
larger, and possibly with marginal differences in the parameters.

6.1.1

Calculation and results

To predict the revenue gain, we use the regression coefficients estimated in
our empirical analysis. Particularly, we apply DIF F brdr coefficient from the
base FD specification of our regression equation. We assume that it is the
most efficient one, according to the R-squared and significance of the secondary
regressors.
The harmonised VAT rate is derived by proportional weighting of the countryspecific C-rates in the year 2008. The C-rates are weighted by the national
1

The exact application of this procedure can be found in the prediction.xls file on the
enclosed CD.
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shares on the total European VAT revenue for the same year2 ; by this specification, we sustain the aimed average VAT burden for our examined countries.
The calculation gives us harmonised C-rate of 9.04%. By subtracting the
current national VAT rates from the harmonised we get the VAT rate differentials, ∆DIF Fi , which we put together with the DIF F brdr coefficient,
βDIF F brdr , into the following equation:
%∆RAT IOi = 100 · [exp(βDIF F brdr · ∆DIF Fi ) − 1]

(6.1)

The equation gives us percentage change in the VAT over GDP ratio for i-th
country. Now we take the latest (2007) data for this ratio3 together with the
latest OECD prediction of European GDP for the year 2009 (OECD, 2009)
and by simple algebra we compute the predicted 2009 VAT revenues with and
without the harmonisation being pursued. The total derived revenue predictions are ¿802.5 billions and ¿763.1 billions, respectively, implying that the
harmonisation could potentially raise about 39.4 billions Euro in total. This
difference stands for approximately 5.2% of the European VAT revenue and
0.3% of the European GDP.

6.2

Other effects of VAT harmonisation

Apart from the revenue impact, VAT harmonisation also opens the way for
solving the VAT issues described in the Section 2.3.

6.2.1

Effects on Cross-border shopping

When we consider the Cross-border shopping, the effect of VAT harmonisation
is quite straightforward; the uniform VAT rate creates no more incentives for
the CBS from the point of VAT optimization4 . The inequalities in the national
VAT revenues based on small-scale purchases should therefore diminish, at least
to some extent. It is probable that certain revenue distortion would persist due
to the other CBS motives.
2

The data used for calculation are taken from our dataset, using the OECD statistical
database.
3
We assume that the ratio of VAT to GDP is relatively stable over shorter time period, so
that we keep the 2007 figures unchanged.
4
The harmonisation obviously does not correct for other CBS motives, such as territorial
pricing, or non-tariff barriers.
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Effects on Carousel frauds

In case of Carousel frauds, the definitive solution is by far more complicated.
Nevertheless, the imposed VAT harmonisation is very convenient starting point.
Speaking of the solution, the elimination of Carousel frauds can be driven
by two distinct approaches; either by diminishing the potential gains from VAT
evasion, or by eliminating the VAT rebate loophole.
The first approach is rather independent on VAT harmonisation. Aiming to
diminish the incentives for VAT evasion, the governments should try to approve
an imposition of the VIVAT scheme (Keen & Smith, 1999), as described in
the Section 3.1.2. The problem of this approach is that the national Sales tax,
imposed within the VIVAT scheme, can bring another kind of deficiency into the
system. Furthermore, the success of such disincentive-procedure is conditional
on many interlinked factors, and it can also happen that the common EU VAT
rate will be set too low to have the demanded fraud-deterring effect.
The second approach, which regards the avoidance of VAT rebate loophole,
can be considerably enhanced by the pursued VAT harmonisation.
As we have discussed in Section 2.2, the VAT rebate is characteristic only for
the COD invoicing principle. Thus, the imposition of the COO would eliminate
this inherent loophole.
Compared to the former reform efforts, the major problem of COO - the
political unwillingness stemming from power delegation, could be effectively
solved by undergoing harmonisation. The convergence of the VAT rate would
facilitate the systemic change in the invoicing principles as the key concern
of politicians, the dependence on the other national VAT rates, would prove
illegitimate with unified VAT rate.
The harmonised rate determined by the European commission (or other
centralised institution) would inhibit any deliberate interventions in the national VAT rates, effectively suppressing the feared tax competition and power
redistribution. The only real cost of changing the invoicing principles would
hence remain the creation and maintenance of the European clearing house.
We however assume these costs as only marginal burden in comparison to the
efficiency gain induced by the VAT fraud abolition.

Chapter 7
Conclusion
In this thesis, we have analysed the effects of VAT harmonisation in the context
of European Union. In such way, we have attempted to fill the gap in the
academic discussions concerning the European VAT harmonisation, and bring
certain economic evidence of the convergence effects.
Using a panel of 14 EU member states we have shown that the VAT harmonisation is apt to raise overall efficiency of European tax schemes, increasing
the total amount of VAT revenues while keeping the average tax burden on the
same level.
The results of our analysis also revealed that the tax revenues of member states are very responsive to VAT rate adjustments in the neighbouring
countries. On the other hand, no such effects were found in reaction to the
aggregated European trends, the fact we assign to looser trading ties of more
distant member states and European regional diversity.
According to the positive outcomes of our analysis, we have used the underlying regression parameters to predict potential revenue gain from the VAT
harmonisation executed in the year 2009. These revenue gains were estimated
to account for 40 billion Euro, representing approximately 5% of the annual
VAT revenue in European Union.
Furthemore, it is worth stressing that the predicted revenue gains ar not
the only benefit of such convergence. The VAT harmonisation could bring other
positive effects into the European taxation scheme, particularly in connection
to its current deficiencies, i.e., Cross-border shopping and Carousel frauds. In
both cases, VAT harmonisation has the potential to correct for the efficiency
threats, or at least to facilitate the reforms necessary for their correction.
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Obviously, certain issues in this thesis were left without a rigorous analysis,
but they can be regarded as possible extensions of the present work. This is
especially the verification whether the positive sign of harmonisation coefficient
is interlinked to the optimal taxation theory and European Laffer curve. To
prove this assumption, more scrutinizing analysis and robust dataset would be
needed.
Speaking of possible extensions of estimation procedure, in further research
efforts we can consider an application of panel cointegration methods into the
analysis, or utilizing of advanced testing methods, especially the panel-adjusted
ADF tests for unit root identification.
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